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QUESTION 1

When comparing competitor solutions with your HPE 3PAR StoreServ solution design, which features should you
compare? 

A. technology, strengths threats 

B. mesh architecture, ASIC, manageability 

C. cost, complexity, openness 

D. fixed cache, services cost 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You are proposing an HPE 3PAR StoreServ solution to a new customer who has never owned HPE Storage products.
The customer is interested in migrating their data from the existing solution with minimal service impact. 

Which HPE 3PAR StoreServ feature option should you introduce to this customer? 

A. attaching an HPE 3PAR StoreServ management application to other vendors\\' storage systems 

B. moving data off other vendor\\'s arrays onto HPE 3PAR StoreServ arrays with online import 

C. importing space-efficient snapshots created on other arrays for backup purposes 

D. re-purposing disk drives from other arrays 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You are designing a solution involving HPE 3PAR storage for a customer. The customer\\'s business is experiencing
significant growth, which requires them to invest in a highly- available storage solution. The customer has already
invested in two separate data centers, but cannot initially afford to purchase two systems. The solution must be capable
of providing complete local hardware redundancy. In the near future, the solution will be expanded to be geographically
independent, and storage systems will be located in both data centers. 

Which HPE 3PAR Storeserv storage system feature could be an essential advantage to this customer\\'s business
case? 

A. All current HPE 3PAIR storage system models can replicate data with each other and provide transparent failover of
access to data between data centers. 

B. Only HPE 3PAR 8000 storage system models can replicate data with each other and provide transparent failover of
access to data, independent of the number of controller nodes per storage systems. 

C. All HPE 3PAR storage system models with an identical number of controller nodes can replicate data with each other
and provide transparent failover of access to data between data centers. 
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D. Only current HPE 3PAR 8000 and 2000 storage system models can replicate data with each other and provide
transparent failover of access to data when the number of controller is identical 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which technology allows HPE to maximize available capacity utilization of SSD drives? 

A. HPE 3PAR Global Sparing 

B. HPE 3PAR Adaptive Sparing 

C. HPE 3PAR Adaptive Optimization 

D. HPE 3PAR Distributed Sparing 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You are talking to a prospective customer at a medium-to-large enterprise company about an upcoming storage refresh
project for their legacy architecture storage platforms. The customer mentions that as the size and types of workloads
grew on their present storage arrays, they got slower in terms of IOPS and throughout in a few cases, this forced them
to purchase additional arrays to off-load some of the workload. They noticed the same impact to performance when they
enabled array-based replication. 

Which HPE 3PAR StoreServ architecture feature will solve these issues? 

A. The HPE 3PAR ASIC offloads IO workload performed by microprocessors in legacy storage array platforms. 

B. The HPE StoreServ storage array uses a high-speed, full-mesh, active interconnect to join multiple controller nodes
together to form a cache-coherent cluster across the entire array. 

C. The shared links between the controller node and each of the other nodes operates at a 4 GB/s full duplex to
adequately support the clustering of controller nodes and movement of data between nodes. 

D. The HPE 3PAR StoreServ storage array is an ideal high availability platform that runs its operating system in a single
instance. 

Correct Answer: A 
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